In and out, up and down,
Let’s go riding in the town.
Over, under, through and through,
Beep! Neeeeigh! Choo, choo, choo!
Round and round, near and far,
By boat or plane, wagon or car.
Smooth or bumpy, fast or slow,
Ready . . . set . . . and away we go!

Our Our Time curriculum packs more fun and learning into one class than any other music and early childhood development program—plus you get a fully interactive set of At Home Materials that research has proven to help your toddler/preschooler develop lasting learning skills. That’s why Kindermusik is the best value per class! Don’t settle for a short-term fun music class when you can experience lifetime learning with Kindermusik.

Fun and active musical learning for you and your toddler
Toddlers love to GO. Going is their gift, their license to venture out into the world and their means of retreating to the security of Dad or Mom. With toddlers' desire to go comes an attraction to other things that go - people, animals, trains, pull toys, tricycles, cars, planes, and the list goes on. Hop on the train! Away We Go! focuses on things that go, leading you in an exploration into the world of transportation. "What are things that go?" "How do they go?" "How do they sound when they go?" "Can I go like that?" "Can I make sounds like that?"

Guided by these simple questions we'll journey through fun and exciting activities relating to trains, cars, buses, horses, wagons, airplanes and boats, sing and play along with favorite songs, such as “I’ve Been Workin’ on the Railroad” and “Wheels on the Bus”. Explore fast and slow, smooth and bumpy, and high and low and more.

All activities of course are carefully arranged to maximize your child’s growth and brain development in all 6 regions: Physical, Cognitive, Social, Emotional, Language, & Music. This creative & educational adventure consists of 16 classes (1 Parent + 15 Parent/Child.) Come experience the research proven “process” we call Kindermusik!

You’ll both love the At Home Materials
You and your toddler will delight together in learning games from the home activity book, playing simplified child-safe harmonicas, reading two illustrated story books, and listening to the double-CD set with more than 90 minutes of music. Sibling Kit: Harmonica, Home Activity Book and Bag

- Two Harmonicas
- Two Home CD’s
- Home Activity Book
- Two Literature Books: 
  Shiny Dinah & Giddy Up
- Shiny Dina Train Materials Box 
  (Ages: 2 - 4 years)

For more information call:
Betsy Flanagan, Director
Musical Pathways Foundation
(608) 576-6688
www.musicalpathways.net